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(R3) 13:00 BANGOR-ON-DEE, 3m 5y 

Alfa Aggregate Products Golden Spurs Handicap Chase (Class 3) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 50-F132 ROCCO (IRE) 2 D 
b g Shantou - Navaro

6 11 - 11 J Nailor (7)
N A Twiston-Davies

133

Jockey Colours: Maroon and dark green (quartered), maroon and black check sleeves, dark green cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler who has taken well to fences, scoring at Stratford in
October before very good second in 23f handicap at Leicester only two days ago. Unexposed
at 3m so holds good claims here.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

2 P1-
PP46

SEROSEVSKY (IRE) 22 D 
b g Morozov - Be My Rainbow

6 11 - 5tp David England
Oliver Greenall

127

Jockey Colours: Pink, black star, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, black stars
Timeform says: Useful 21f hurdle winner but yet to show that form in three runs over fences
and he was last of 6 in handicap chase at Market Rasen on debut for new yard 22 days ago.
Lots to prove.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

3 43123/F
-

KING UTHER 394 
b g Master Blade - Cadbury Castle

9 11 - 1 H F Nugent (5)
Miss V Williams

123

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black diamond, black cap, yellow diamond
Timeform says: Fairly useful staying hurdler for Chris Gordon but let down by his jumping on
chasing bow for current yard in 3m Exeter handicap when last seen out 13 months ago. Not
easy to assess but in good hands.  (Forecast 9.50)

Notes: 

4 1/68-221 KNOCKOURA (IRE) 41 D 
b g Westerner - Lisselton Thatch

7 11 - 1t Ross Chapman
M A Barnes

123

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap
Timeform says: Lightly-raced hurdler who has improved since sent over fences and he
easily landed handicap chase at Ayr (20.5f, soft) 41 days ago. Can do better still so not ruled
out despite 13 lb hike in weights.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 

5 253PP-1 BOB FORD (IRE) 19 D 
b g Vinnie Roe - Polar Lamb

12 11 - 0 Harry Teal (5)
A Ralph

122

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, red seams, red sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Unreliable veteran but he has a good record when fresh and scored in 3m
handicap chase at Uttoxeter on his return 19 days ago. Up 7 lb and this is tougher.
(Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: ROCCO has taken well to chasing and is unexposed at this trip too so Nigel
Twiston-Davies' 6-y-o is taken to gain a second victory over fences at the chief expense of Knockoura,
who also has better days ahead of him judged on his impressive Ayr victory. King Uther is also
respected despite his long absence.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: ROCCO (1) 
2: KNOCKOURA (4) 
3: KING UTHER (3)
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